1. Description

As part of its collaboration in teaching, research, and knowledge dissemination, the McMaster University Library ("MUL" or "Library") offers access to its Omeka S web publication system ("Omeka S") for members of the McMaster University community to curate digital exhibits.

These terms of service outline the relationship between the Library and the eligible individual who is granted administrative access to an Omeka S Website (the "Primary Owner"). This document is complemented by and reinforces the MUL Omeka S User Guide. Primary Owners are strongly encouraged to review both documents regularly to understand roles, expectations, and operations.

2. Eligibility and Roles

An Omeka S website is available to those affiliated with McMaster University (faculty, librarians, archivists, researchers, staff, and students), as well as community partners collaborating with an affiliated member of McMaster. Final decisions on eligibility are subject to the discretion of MUL. MUL also reserves the right to decline to host any given instance of the software.
2.1 Primary Owner

The Primary Owner of an Omeka S Website is responsible for all content posted on it.

2.2 Your Participation

By using the Omeka S Website, you as the Primary Owner participate in this MoU. It will stand until and unless:

1. It is modified by mutual agreement of MUL and the Primary Owner of the Omeka S Website.
2. The Omeka S web publication system is discontinued by MUL.

The Omeka S Platform

The following subsections outline what is provided by MUL for each Omeka S Website.

3.1 Version

The service will be powered by at minimum version 3.1 of the Omeka-S platform.

3.2 Modules

A wide array of Omeka S modules have been created by the Omeka community to extend the functionality of the core platform (see Appendix A for a list of available modules as of the last revision date of this document). Some modules are made available by default for all Websites. Upon request from the Primary Owners, MUL will attempt to install additional modules where technically and logistically feasible.

3.3 Themes

When building exhibits, clients will have access to the officially supported Omeka-S themes (Default, Center Row, Cozy, and The Daily), as well as the McMaster theme, which has been designed to conform to McMaster University branding guidelines and provincial accessibility legislation. It is strongly recommended that public-facing exhibits use the McMaster theme to ensure that it meets accessibility standards.

3.4 Public Functionality
For all publicly shared Omeka S Websites, members of the general public will be able to:

- Browse public collections
- Browse public items
- Download files attached to items in the repository
- Browse tags, and view public items by tags
- Browse simple page content
- Search site content
- Consume item metadata and files programmatically via the OAI-PMH endpoint (if installed and enabled for the platform)

3.5. Client Functionality

Access is provided to Primary Owners through the Omeka S administrator interface. All work and customization performed on the site must be done through this web interface. The following functionality will be available to the client as self-serve functionality:

**Repository management**

- Manage items, collections, and their associated metadata.
- Perform bulk operations on items in the repository.
- Manage item types, which facilitates the addition of custom metadata fields to items
- Create groups of items by tagging items with user-defined keywords

**Content Management**

- Manage exhibits, facilitating the creation of guided presentations by mixing repository items with ancillary content
- Manage pages, enabling the Client to create additional HTML pages which can be integrated into the site navigation

**Site Configuration**

- Define controlled vocabularies for metadata elements
- Manage appearance and theme (Note that Primary Owners are responsible for
ensuring their Websites adhere to AODA standards and are encouraged to contact scds@mcmaster.ca before making significant changes to themes

- Change and configure themes (where applicable)
- Manage main site navigation
- Change site home page
- Configure repository item display settings
- Manage site settings
  - Set site title, description, copyright information.
  - Search configuration
- User management

### 3.6. Library Mediated Functionality

The following functionality will be made available to the Client through MUL. To access these services, the Client should contact MUL via the Sherman Centre for Digital Scholarship at scds@mcmaster.ca.

- Enable, disable, and configure modules
- Update themes

### 3.7. Additional Services

In addition to the core platform, MUL will provide the following ancillary services:

- Omeka S platform update, maintenance, and system support
- Site recovery in case of catastrophic hardware or software failure
- Site rollbacks up to one month prior for extraordinary cases of user-caused non-recoverable data loss.
- A Sandbox environment for exploration and testing. Note that the sandbox will be purged and reset with each version upgrade, or as needed due to maintenance constraints. Notification will be provided to sandbox users in advance of the reset.
- In addition to a sandbox environment, a Docker container can be made available to users who wish to experiment with Omeka S on their own system(s). Contact scds@mcmaster.ca to inquire.
- Client training and support:
  - MUL will provide an orientation training session for the Primary Owner to become familiar with their Omeka S website. MUL will also provide one orientation session for other users of the Omeka S website, such as a research group or classroom of students.
MUL will also provide a suite of pre-recorded modules and user documentation to allow the Primary Owner and other users to train in a self-directed manner.

Requests for additional services should be made via scds@mcmaster.ca.

### 3.8. Exclusions

MUL cannot be held accountable for service interruptions or issues involving infrastructure or resources beyond its control. For such issues, MUL will advocate for and act on behalf of the Client in the event of issues beyond its control.

MUL reserves the right to change the provision of the Omeka S Website at any time and at its sole discretion. The software environment will be maintained for as long as MUL considers it to be a viable platform. Upgrade paths may involve significant changes to look-and-feel and functionality of the software, themes, and modules. MUL will provide notice to the Primary Owner prior to any migrations or upgrades that will affect the integrity of their site.

### 4. Platform and Website Availability

The Omeka S platform is hosted by the MUL. Availability of Omeka S may be interrupted for maintenance and other upgrades and is provided on an ‘as is’ and ‘as available’ basis only. The timing of this maintenance is at MUL’s discretion; however, Library staff will make a best effort to notify the Primary Owner of any disruptions to Omeka S.

In the event of the outage, MUL will respond within the first 24 hours after the opening of business hours (9:00 – 17:00 ET, Monday – Friday), and work to the best of its ability to restore the service as soon as possible.

### 5. Support Term, Activity Review, Decommissioning, Archiving

The Omeka S Platform is not a permanent preservation system; as such, it is expected that Websites will have a finite lifespan. Prior to Website creation, the MUL and the Primary Owner will agree on an initial support term (default of 2 years). At the end of the initial term and every year thereafter, account activity will be
monitored for the Website. If no activity has been detected for the past year or the Primary Owner is no longer eligible, MUL will make an attempt to contact the Primary Owner to determine whether or not to continue hosting the Website. In the event that no contact is made after the agreed upon period of retention has elapsed, the site will be taken offline.

At any time, the Primary Owner may request MUL to take their website offline.

When a website is taken offline, its Primary Owner may request MUL to create and share with them an archived version of the Website. At its discretion and to the best of its ability, MUL will attempt to create and share the website archive with the Primary Owner in either WARC or ZIP formats.

6. Primary Owner Responsibilities

1. It is the responsibility of the Primary Owner to provide MUL with an up-to-date email address. Primary Owners must notify MUL of any contact information changes by contacting the Sherman Centre for Digital Scholarship (scds@mcmaster.ca).

2. The Primary Owner acknowledges that the Omeka S platform is not a true preservation system. While the MUL will make regular backups of systems, data loss is possible. As such, it is the responsibility of the Primary Owner to ensure that materials comprising items in Omeka S are saved and backed up elsewhere.

3. As a user of the Service, you must comply with all federal, provincial, and other applicable laws; all McMaster University rules and policies, including the Information Security Policy, Policy Statement on Research Involving Human Participants, Research Integrity Policy and the Policy for the Handling of Personal Information (For more information on Governing Council policies, see: https://secretariat.mcmaster.ca/university-policies-procedures-guidelines/); and all applicable contracts and licenses. The creation of sites may involve the incorporation of original works of third parties (e.g., literature, photographs, music, software, film, and video works) that are covered by copyright laws. Primary Owners and other users of Omeka S are responsible for understanding the copyright status of the materials in the Website and obtaining all permissions that may be necessary to incorporate works of third parties (For more information on copyright, see: https://copyright.mcmaster.ca/ and the Omeka S Copyright Guidance).
4. While only the Primary Owner has administrative access to the account, others (including non-McMaster University users) can be given access to edit the items, collections, exhibits, and pages created within the account. The Primary Owner is responsible for ensuring that all users with edit rights follow the requirements and guidelines of the Platform, as well as all content posted on their Website through the Service.

5. It is the responsibility of the Primary Owner to become familiar with the functionality and software environment of the Omeka S web publication system to provide support for their users, such as a research group or students. Refer to the Administrator and User Guides for more guidance.

6. Omeka S sites will be available on the internet and, therefore, can be indexed and searched unless the site’s Primary Owner disables this feature (i.e., sets the website to ‘Private’). Each site must display a) a method of contacting the Primary Owner; and b) this disclaimer or a link to this disclaimer:

“These pages do not in any way constitute official McMaster University content. The views and opinions expressed herein are strictly those of the authors. The contents have not been reviewed or approved by McMaster University. McMaster University makes no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, as to the site's operation or the information, content or materials included on this site. Questions or concerns about content should be directed to the site’s Primary Owner.”

7. Inappropriate content

Although MUL does not routinely pre-screen, monitor, or regularly review content, it reserves the right to remove, at any time, at its sole discretion, any content that it considers to violate this MoU or the terms of any other campus user agreements that may govern use of the campus networks, or that it deems in violation of McMaster University policies or local, provincial, or federal law. Should MUL receive reports regarding perceived inappropriate content, the site’s Primary Owner will be contacted to initially discuss the issue. In exceptional cases, where the content is obviously unacceptable, MUL will immediately remove the content prior to contacting the site’s Primary Owner. Unacceptable content of this sort also may result in account suspension, and in extreme cases, may result in disciplinary proceedings against the Primary Owner and/or other users of Omeka S as appropriate. Reports regarding inappropriate site content may be sent to the
8. About this document

This document has been adapted from Terms of Service documents from University of Toronto Mississauga Library (August 2019) and York University Libraries (June 2018), and the University of Guelph’s Research & Scholarship Service Level Agreement, New York University’s Terms of Web Hosting Pilot Service document, December 2017, University of Ottawa’s Terms of Service document, May 2018, and York University’s Terms of Service document, June 2018.

Last updated September 2021 by McMaster University Library.

Appendix A: Omeka S Modules

The full list of Omeka S Modules can be found here. Note that some modules come pre-installed with your Omeka S website. Contact scds@mcmaster.ca to request that additional modules be installed.

How to request a site

Those wishing to request a site can do so by completing this short intake form. Sherman Centre for Digital Scholarship staff will follow up with the submitter to further discuss needs.

Copyright Guidance for Omeka Exhibits

Overview

There are some important things to know about Canadian Copyright Law before starting to build an online exhibit in OMEKA S. This document is meant as educational material and does not constitute legal advice.
The McMaster University Library is not responsible for violations of copyright made by third party users (i.e. non Library staff). You must assess the copyright status of any materials you wish to add to your OMEKA exhibit that are not from the Library’s Digital Archive. Adding materials to digital repositories and exhibits is generally considered “publishing” and is subject to copyright.

- Copyright is a type of Intellectual Property (IP) that applies to all recorded “creative works” whether they are published or not.
- “Creative works” includes writing, photographs, maps, and recordings of music, sound recordings, and dramatic productions.
- Copyright does not apply to facts, ideas, or data, but covers how those things may be written or organized into a recorded work (spreadsheets of data may be protected because they are organized and formatted, while individual pieces of data within a spreadsheet are not).
- Copyright is automatic and does not need to be registered.
- Copyright protects the creator’s rights to publish and profit from their work and also protects user rights to access and make use of creative works (within limits).
- Copyright is typically enforced by the copyright holder, not by the Canadian government [1].
- User rights in Canadian Copyright Law include things like public domain, the ability to waive copyright protections (e.g. Creative Commons licenses), and fair dealing.
- Fair dealing applies to “research, private study, criticism, review or news reporting, education, and satire or parody. [2]
  - Fair Dealing in Canada is similar but not identical to Fair Use in the US.
  - While the education exception for Fair Dealing does include things like quote citations in scholarly work, it is not blanket permission for anything related to education.
  - Fair dealing allows only the use of an “insubstantial part” or a “short excerpt” of a work. Please see the McMaster University Fair Dealing Policy Guidelines section (pgs 2-3) for specific details of what McMaster considers a “short excerpt” of a work.

The Five-Step Analysis for Using Copyright Material from the University of Alberta Copyright Office provides additional information.

Copyright Assessment

To begin an assessment, first identify if any materials you are adding to your OMEKA exhibit are exercising user rights or are exceptions to copyright enforcement:

1. Is it Public domain? (Follow the Canadian Copyright Term and Public Domain Flowchart from the University of Alberta Copyright Office or see overview of term lengths below)
2. Does McMaster own the copyright? (McMaster grants permission for faculty, students, and staff to use University publications, such as course calendars)
3. Do you have permission from the copyright holder? (includes written permission, donation agreements, Creative Commons license, publisher license)
4. Does this fall under a Fair Dealing definition of use (criticism, review, research, etc.) and is an insubstantial part of the work? (small samples or portions may be used, but entire works cannot)

Conducting a Risk Assessment
If a work is not in the public domain, is not a McMaster publication, you do not have permission from the copyright holder or you’re unsure whether Fair Dealing applies, a risk assessment is strongly advised. Risk assessments look at the likelihood the copyright holder could enforce copyright protection over an item. The following questions are a good place to start to identify whether material is high or low risk for copyright enforcement. Remember: **you will ultimately be responsible for whatever level of risk you have decided to take.**

More information about copyright risk tolerance can be found:

- [Risk Management Copyright Policy Framework](#) from Simon Fraser University
- [Dalhousie University Libraries’ Copyright Assessment Tool](#)
- Slides for [Assessing Copyright Risk Tolerance for Large Scale Digitization Projects](#) contain a helpful chart for quantifying risk tolerance on slide 4.

### Helpful questions for assessing copyright risk:

- Date of creation or publication?
- Name of creator/ copyright holder (if known) ?
- Is this a work by the Government of Canada (I.e. Crown Copyright)?
- Is the creator(s) still alive?
  - If the creator is dead, when did they die?
  - If the creator is dead, who manages the estate or who is their next of kin?
- Is/was the creator a public figure?
- Is the creator/their estate known to be litigious?
- Is the work published?
- Who is the publisher?
- Does the publisher still exist?
- If the publisher does NOT still exist, did they go out of business or were they bought out by another company?
- Does the work have commercial value?

### Canadian copyright terms overview:

#### Textual materials

- 50 years after last living author dies.
  - **Note:** Even if the copyright is held by an institution for textual materials, the term is determined by the death of the author (assuming the author is known)

- Unknown author:
  - 50 years after publication
  - 75 years after creation, if unpublished

*Generally speaking, anything published before 1900 is likely public domain*

#### Unpublished Posthumous Works*

- Author dies with an unpublished work that was **published by estate pre-1999**
  - Copyright = Date of publication + 50 years

- Author **dies pre-1949** with an unpublished work that was **published after 1999**
Copyright has expired (in public domain).

- Author **dies 1949-1998** with an unpublished work that was **published after 1999**
  - Copyright will expire at end of 2049 (public domain in 2050).
- Author **dies post-1998** with an unpublished work
  - General copyright rule applies: year of death + 50 years.

**Crown Works**

- Copyright protected from 50 years of first publication, but many publications can be reproduced without explicit permission
- Copyright for unpublished Crown Works in indefinite

**Photographs***

- **Pre-1949**: photographs taken before 1949 are in the public domain
- **1949 - November 6, 2012**: copyright is held by the owner of the original negative/print. (Note re: commissioned photos: for this period, copyright is held by the person who commissioned the photo).
- **November 7, 2012 – present**: copyright is held by the photographer.
- **Exception where a large corporation is the ‘author’ of a photo**
  - **1949-1961**: Copyright has expired

*From *Basic Canadian Copyright Rules* by Rick Stapleton

[1] The exception to this is criminal violations such as the sale & distribution of unauthorised materials, for example, selling bootleg DVDs.
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**User Guide & More Resources**

**Omeka S User Guidelines**

**Getting Started**

This document outlines user guidelines for embarking on an Omeka S project. Some of this information is also available as step-by-step video tutorials in the [Introduction to Omeka S](https://omekastudio.org) workshop.
1. **View Examples**

To determine if Omeka is the right platform for your project, we recommend that you view some existing Omeka sites before you begin building your own. Here are some examples:

- [https://exhibit.utas.edu.au/](https://exhibit.utas.edu.au/)
- [https://omeka.org/s/directory/](https://omeka.org/s/directory/)

2. **Digitize Assets**

If the items you are planning to use in your Omeka site are not already digitized, you can find more information about the digitization process in the asynchronous workshop [Digitization for Digital Scholarship](#).

3. **Know the Rights**

It is important that you know the rights for the material you plan to use (whether you are doing the digitization yourself or using items from an existing digital collection). It is your responsibility to ensure that you have the proper permission to use the items in your Omeka site. Please take the time to review our [Copyright Guidance for Omeka Exhibits](#).

**Roles, Permissions, and Privacy**

All users must have their own accounts. Login credentials cannot be shared. There are two types of roles available to you for your Omeka site: Editor and Author.

- **Editors** can create, edit, or delete items, item sets, media, resource templates, and site pages.
- **Authors** can create items, item sets, and media, but can only edit and delete content they have created.

Omeka S is configured as a shared space for a variety of research and classroom projects. **Please do not delete or alter materials that have been uploaded by other users.** (This is only applicable to users in the Editor role (faculty, researchers, research assistants), as student users in the Author role do not have
access to materials other than their own).

We ask that you keep the visibility of your Omeka site Private until you are ready for your exhibit to go live. To keep the site private, select the **eye icon** in the top right of the “Site Admin” page.

**Site Title and Summary**

Please include a title for your Omeka site that is appropriate to the content. If your site is associated with a course, please include the course code and session information (i.e., Winter 2021) in the title. We also ask that you include a short site summary that adequately describes the content of your Omeka site.

You can add or change your site’s title and summary at any time by selecting **Site info** from the navigation pane on the left.

**Creating an Item Set**

It is strongly recommended that you create and use item sets to organize the items you have added to and manage within Omeka S. **Every item that you add to Omeka must be assigned to your item set.**

You may also add items to a common item set called “Public.” Any item added to this item set is deemed permitted for reuse by any other Omeka S user in any desired manner. If adding to the ‘Public’ item set, it is your responsibility to ensure that the item can be shared publicly.

**With exception of the ‘Public’ item set, do not add items from item sets that you have not created without getting permission from the item set owner first.**

The following steps outline how to create Item Sets in Omeka:

- Select **Item Sets** from the left navigation pane.
- Select **Add New Item Set** in the top right corner.
- Create a title and a description for your Item Set.
- **Select Save in** the top right corner.
- Select **Edit Item Set** or **View Items** to make changes to your item set or add items.
• The item set can be made private by clicking on the **eye icon**.

**Adding Items**

To add an item in Omeka you need to have **a) the metadata** and **b) the media** or the digital asset (i.e., a high-resolution scan or photograph of the item).

• From within your Item Set click on **View items** and select **Add new item** in the top right corner.

1. **Add Metadata**

• First select a Resource template. Use BaseResource.
• Then select a Class depending on the type of item you are uploading (e.g., dataset, still image, physical object, etc.).
• Next, you will populate your selected metadata fields. It will be up to you to decide which fields to include based on the nature of your research project or digital exhibit (see Metadata below).
• Once you’ve added all of the metadata select Add in the top right corner.

2. **Add Media**

• Once you’ve saved your metadata by clicking Add in the top right corner it is time to upload your digital asset.
• Click on the Media tab and select Upload from the pane on the right.
• Click on Choose file, locate your file, and select Add in the top right corner.
• Now you have uploaded both the metadata and the media for your digital asset.

3. **Assign to Item Set**

• The final step is to assign this item to your Item Set. To do this click on the Item Set tab at the top and select the desired Item Set from the pane on the right.

**Note:** If you are still working on the metadata for your item, or are waiting for information about permissions and rights, you should keep the item private by
selecting the eye icon in the top right corner. When you are ready to make the item public, simply click on the eye again and you will no longer see a strike through the icon. This means the item can be viewed publicly.

## Metadata

The standard metadata schema for all Omeka S sites is [Dublin Core](https://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/). Consistency is key in populating metadata fields, so it is important that you decide from the outset of your Omeka project which fields you will identify for each of your items. **At minimum, we ask that every item you upload includes 6 mandatory fields: title, date, creator, rights, identifier, and contributor (i.e., the individual responsible for adding the item in Omeka).**

The table below provides a detailed outline of the Dublin Core elements and examples of how to interpret them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>A name given to the resource.</td>
<td>Use the existing title of the item (if applicable). If no title is given, you can add a descriptive title in square brackets e.g., [Rhoda Palmer, seated, reading Woman’s Journal].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights</td>
<td>Information about rights held in and over the resource.</td>
<td>A copyright license or attribution statement (e.g., Public Domain, CC BY, With permission from [name of copyright holder], etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>An entity primarily responsible for making the resource.</td>
<td>The name(s) of the creator(s)/author(s) of the item. Names should follow the format Last Name, First Name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td>A point or period of time associated with the creation of the resource.</td>
<td>The date when the original item was created. Dates should follow the format YYYY-MM-DD and should include whatever information is available to you (e.g., “1901-08” for August 1901). The date field can include words, if necessary (e.g., “circa 1950,” or “between 1980 and 1990”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>An account of the resource.</td>
<td>A narrative description of the item. This description is typically between one sentence and a paragraph in length but can include as much or as little information as necessary (e.g., Programme and Souvenir napkin printed with a map of the procession route through Hyde Park for a Women’s Suffrage Demonstration with the location and portraits of 20 speakers).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>The file format, physical medium, or dimensions of the resource.</td>
<td>Include specific information relating to the format. For example, a text could be a newspaper clipping, letter, poster; an image could be a black-and-white photograph, painting, poster. If applicable, include the medium/technique (letterpress print, broadside, watercolour), and the dimensions of the item (e.g., Paper napkin printed with black and white images and text, with a colour border, 38 x 39 cm.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>The language of the resource.</td>
<td>Enter the language of the item in full, not abbreviated (i.e., English, rather than Eng). If the item contains multiple languages, add each language as its own entry (see note below). If language is not applicable to the item, leave this field blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Spatial characteristics of the resource.</td>
<td>The place where the item was made, published, or is permanently installed: city, province, country/specific location (building, street address, if applicable).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>An entity responsible for making the resource available.</td>
<td>The name of the publisher of the book, newspaper, journal, greeting card, broadside, poster, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributor</td>
<td>An entity responsible for making contributions to the resource.</td>
<td>Full name of the individual who added the item to the Omeka site. Names should follow the format Last Name, First Name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifier</td>
<td>An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context.</td>
<td>The identifier should include information about the item’s source (for citation purposes). If the item already has an identifier or digital ID assigned to it, use this. If you are creating an identifier for an item from a private source (individual, company, etc.) rather than an archive, be sure to include helpful identifying information, such as the initials of the individual and an accession number for the item, e.g., a theatre programme from a personal collection: AM-NACprelude-1990-13-1-1 (the individual’s initials, program title, year, volume, issue, page).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights Holder Required</td>
<td>A person or organization owning or managing the rights over the resource.</td>
<td>Add the full name of the copyright holder here. The rights holder may be the creator or could be another organization/entity separate from the creator. See the Copyright Guidance for more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>The topic of the resource.</td>
<td>Topical subject terms that describe the item. Use words or phrases. Can also be thought of as “tags” (e.g., education; women’s rights; skiing; horses).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note: If more than one entry is required per field** (such as two creators, multiple subjects, etc.), add a box by clicking on the + button found under each field box.

**For more information about equitable and inclusive descriptive practices in metadata see:**


**Building an Exhibit**

The following instructions cover the basic steps for building a digital exhibit in Omeka:

- Select **Sites** from the left navigation pane and click **Add new site**.
- Give your exhibit a title and select a theme for your exhibit from the **Theme** tab.
- Select **Pages** from the left navigation pane. You will see that Omeka has
created a default Welcome page for you. You can either delete this page (by clicking on the trash can icon) and start from scratch by selecting Add new page, or you can edit the content on the default Welcome page by clicking on the page title.

1. **Adding Content Blocks**

- Add media or text to your exhibit by using content blocks.
- From the Add new block window on the right, choose either HTML (for text), Media Embed (for one or more archival items), or Item Showcase (for multiple archival items displayed side by side).
- Add media to the content block by clicking on Add Attachment and selecting the archival item you wish to use from the pane on the right. You can Filter the items by searching for your specific Item Set.
- Once you’ve attached your media you can edit the image size (Thumbnail), layout (Alignment), and choose whether or not to display the item’s title from the metadata (Show attachment title).
- To save your layout click Save in the top right corner.
- To see what your exhibit looks like from the public side select View.
- To return to the backend to make additional edits select Edit.

2. **Adding Multiple Pages**

- Select Pages from the left navigation pane.
- Here you will see all of the pages in your Omeka Site. You can add a new page by clicking on Add new page in the top right corner.
- Give your new page a title and select Add to Navigation if you want this page to be accessible from your exhibit’s navigation menu.
- Select Add in the top right corner and now you have another page in your digital exhibit.
- You can add content and media to this page by following the instructions listed above.

**Modules**

Omeka S is equipped with a selection of pre-installed modules. A full list of modules
supported by Omeka can be found here. If you would like to use a module from this list that is not already installed please send a request to scds@mcmaster.ca.

Crediting Contributors and Collaborators

Often Omeka projects and digital exhibits rely on diverse contributions from a variety of individuals or groups. In addition to the digital exhibit content, consider including a page in your Omeka site that recognizes partners, contributors, and collaborators on the project. This could include the names of specific archives, archivists, librarians, community groups, researchers, or students who have contributed to the creation of your Omeka site.
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